Circular hollow sections (CHS) are widely used as bending members in many structures including moment resisting frames. Several structural design provisions such as CIDECT suggest hot spot method and classification method for assessment of fatigue performance of CHS welded joints particularly in the elastic range. By contrast, the authors have proposed a strain concentration method of H-section beams which requires only displacement at the end of the macro-members to assess the cyclic plastic deformation capacity. This paper presents the experiments on four types of CHS T-joints subjected to cyclic bending moment to investigate the strength and the cumulative plastic deformation capacity. Finite element analysis was used to examine the plastic strain distribution at the strain concentration zone of the CHS T-joints. The strain concentration ratio of the CHS T-joints was established by those testing and numerical results. It was found that the cumulative plastic deformation capacity of the CHS T-joints assessed by the proposed method is by and large consistent with the testing results. -1183 -
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Introduction
Circular hollow sections (CHS) are widely used as bending members in many structures including moment resisting frames and parts of them require plastic design. Several structural design provisions such as CIDECT suggest methods for assessment of the fatigue performance of CHS welded joints in the elastic range. By contrast, the authors have proposed a strain concentration method of H-section beams which requires only displacement at the end of the macro-members to assess the cumulative plastic deformation capacity. This paper presents the experiments and analyses for assessment of the cumulative plastic deformation capacity of the CHS T-joints using the strain concentration method.
Cyclic Loading Tests on CHS T-joints
Cyclic bending loading tests on four types of CHS T-joints were examined. The diameter-to-thickness ratios of the brace member varied between 21 and 40, the diameter of the brace member was 139.8 mm and 89.1 mm, and the chord member was Φ216.3×8.2 in the all specimens. The collapse mechanism was classified to two types which are the local deformation of the chord and the local buckling at the end of the brace. The locations of crack were categorized into three types, which are the weld toe on the chord, the weld toe on the brace and local buckling zone of the brace.
FEM Analysis for Investigation of Plastic Strain Distribution at Strain Concentration Zone
To capture the plastic strain distribution the FEM analysis was conducted. The cumulative plastic strain and the average plastic strain amplitude of the plastic strain concentration zone were consistent with the fatigue performance of the steel material.
Categories for Crack Location of CHS T-joints
The categories for the crack location of the CHS T-joints were examined with use of the FEM models following the previous section. The crack location of the CHS T-joints could be determined by the strength of the joints and the brace.
Strain Concentration Ratio of CHS T-joints
The strain concentration ratio of CHS T-joints was assessed by the experiment and analytical results for the two types of the weld toe on the brace and local buckling zone of the brace. The plastic strain at the weld toe on the brace can be calculated using a macro-member model comprised by a plastic rotational spring and a bending element. The plastic strain at the local buckling zone can be evaluated by the plastic strain at the weld toe using a physical model. The cumulative plastic deformation capacity of the CHS T-joints is assessed applying those evaluated plastic strain to the fatigue performance of the steel material.
Conclusion
This research investigated the collapse mechanism and the cumulative plastic deformation capacity of the CHS T-joints subjected to cyclic bending moment. As a conclusion, the results are summarized as follows.
1) The collapse mechanism was classified to two types which are the local deformation of the chord and the local buckling at the end of the brace. The locations of crack were categorized into three types, which are the weld toe on the chord, the weld toe on the brace and the local buckling zone of the brace.
2) The cumulative plastic strain and the average plastic strain amplitude at the strain concentration zone in the axial direction were consistent with the fatigue performance of the steel material.
3) The crack location of the CHS T-joints could be determined by the strength of the joints and the brace.
4) The cumulative plastic deformation capacity of the CHS T-joints is assessed applying the plastic strain calculated by the strain concentration ratio to the fatigue performance of the steel material. 
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